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My name is René Fonseca (rene.fonseca@autodesk.com)
Software Architect on the HSM team
Been doing CAM since 2003
Based in Copenhagen, Denmark

I’m not a machinist
I’m a software engineer

A little about me



CAM kernel
Simulation
Multi CPU/core support
Post processor

Some areas I’m working on



Which products use the HSM post processor
Fusion 360
Inventor HSM / Inventor HSM Express
HSMWorks / HSMXpress

Mac and Windows

The relevant products



Outcome

Help you make better decisions when developing a post
by giving some insights on the Why’s
by giving some deeper understanding of internals
by sharing what features are in the pipeline
by showing some select features



•Have you used CAM

•Have you generated an NC program

•Have you used a customized post

•Have you made your own post

•Have you crashed a machine due to misunderstanding

•Have you crashed a machine due to operator error

•Have you crashed a machine due to a bug in a post

Survey



The primary task



But it is also

and anything else…


It’s all conversion of the same thing (our data) to something different (we don’t know)



•Post processing is the final step

•Requires a high degree of reliability


•Posts are just painful

•Few standards and ignored

•CNC documentation can leave out relevant info


•Posts are a lot of work

•Requires significant testing

•Lots of communication between user and developer

Statements for clarity



Since 2003, before HSMWorks was a product.


I started looking at the post processing problem a couple of years later.


I have done some reverse post processing.


I read all the CNC programming manuals for old and new CNCs.


A little background on the post processor



How much NC specific state is the post engine going to maintain?


How much NC logic is built into the engine versus the post?


User interface cannot drive all requirements without itself becoming convoluted


Define a language specific for NC output or use a well-known programming language?


Custom language would allow for compact syntax where a generic language will be 
more verbose.


The answers to these have direct impact on how we have to manage/maintain posts

Fundamental philosophy



+ Flexibility in post through programming language


+ Flexibility in post through API - behavior is controlled in post


+ No need to make a new release to add new features in the post


- Using a full-blown programming puts higher requirements on the post developer


- More maintenance work for each post


+ Fewer posts

Settling on a solution



•JavaScript as programming language


•Small post engine with much code implemented in JavaScript


•JavaScript core API - e.g. Math


•Extensive post processor specific API


•Main decisions are done in the posts themselves


•We need strict coding conventions to allow for easy maintenance of posts


•Make the posts as similar as possible - reuse code

The HSM solution



We do not need to make new releases of the engine


Existing users are not forced to update to get a feature


We simply extend API to support new features


Existing posts don’t get all new features without being updated

Less obvious advantages



• Don’t copy a post if not required


• Start from our closest matching factory post


• Use the latest version of a post


• Make the minimum change


• Keep in mind you have to sync posts at some point


• Keep the same style conventions

Do’s and don’ts



Always up to date


Both generic posts and machine specific posts


Available at https://cam.autodesk.com/posts


We are moving away from including posts

Online post library

https://cam.autodesk.com/posts


You need to think like a developer - because you are one


• Sample code snippets

• Our factory posts cover this

• We also have some example posts


• Post reference manual

• Look up the specific API to get the exact info

• Only once you know what to look for


• Google

• Useful for JavaScript and core API

• Ignore the documentation relating to web browser development

Developer perspective



It’s not learning a programming language

It’s not learning an API


It is handling the special cases - it’s correctness


Make small self-contained blocks of code

Don’t write convoluted code

The hardest challenge for a developer



Data Model



The entry functions you see when using dump.cps match the internal data model but with additional entry functions for often 
used state changes.


onOpen() 
  Header


onSection() 
Tool change and initial positioning


onLinear(), onCircular(), onCycle(), onSpindleSpeed(), …

The actual motion


onPower(), onMovement(), onRadiusCompensation(), …

Often used state changes


onSectionEnd() 
  Restore state before next section


onClose() 
  Footer

Main entry functions



You can access the NC data at any time


Tools

Sections


Mostly for look ahead or look back

Accessing data



Handling Compatibility



Try to make the post handle features appropriately when not available

Options

typeof keyword
revision – look at API reference

compatibility

Remember to check reference manual for since version
Support both old and new releases of the HSM solutions with a single post

Compatibility across products and versions



What if a feature is not available?

Options
Map to equivalent or similar code
Skip silently (if the feature is optional)
Output a warning (easy to overlook)
Output an error (hard failure)

Compatibility across products and versions



Testing and debugging



Command line support for post processing
Intermediate file is generated when post processing
Run post using scripts with standard toolpath to catch problems

post mypost.cps intermediate.cnc

Running from command line



•Use dump.cps to see if the NC data is as expected
•setWriteInvocations(true)
•setWriteStack(true)
•Simplify post until it works

Prevent problems before shipping the post by using automatic analysis
We use ESLint to enforce strict conventions

Analysis a problem



Use Notepad++ for now
JavaScript support
Post team add-in

Editing posts



Properties



Key feature to avoid copying posts
Allow user to make decisions without changing the post
The engine cannot know anything about properties
Requires some code in all cases to handle these properties
Properties are names with values
Properties can be used to change all behavior

User defined properties



Definitions are a new feature
Makes user defined properties user friendly
Defines type and range constraints
Provides detailed descriptions of properties
Always add a property definition
Problems can be caught before running the post processor

User defined property definitions



Select Features



Key feature to avoid copying posts
Metric and imperial support in a single post
Extra logic in post but generally that much
E.g. G-codes/M-codes might be different
It is more import to avoid forking posts MOVE UP

Units



A parameter is a name with a value
Post engine doesn’t care about parameters in general
Parameters can be different between products
The core parameters are the same
Global (outside a section) vs local (inside a section)
API for product specific parameters

hasParameter(), getParameter()
hasGlobalParameter(), getGlobalParameter()
Section.hasParameter(), Section.getParameter()

Parameters



include(“mypost.cps”);

Avoid maintaining redundant code in your codes
But you get multiple files to ship

Only put in the root - not in functions

include() API



built-in.cps:
  description = “”;

main.cps:
  description = “My main post”;
  include(“other.cps”);
  description = “Lets set the description”;

other.cps:
  description = “My other post”;

include() execution order



Merge all dependent posts into a single post
Make it easier for the user
You should only change the source posts - not the merged post

post —merge input.cps output.cps

Merge posts



Revision - keep the same format
Date - keep the same format
FORKID - do not change this
You can add your own information
API: getHeader(), getHeaderCommit(), getHeaderDate*(), 

getHeaderSnippet(), getHeaderVersion()

Headers



Recent Additions



Use Notepad++ for now

JavaScript support
Post team add-in
Windows only
It’s not great but it works

Editing posts



Header API for meta information access by convention
Base64 class for encoding/decoding binary data
BinaryFile class for simple binary file IO
XMLHTTPRequest class for interacting with a web server
Curve class for getting shape of tool

New API



Read from Windows Registry
Read environment variable

Use these APIs as a last resort!

Boolean hasRegistryValue(String path, String name)
Integer getRegistryOrdinal(String path, String name)
String getRegistryString(String path, String name)
String getEnvironmentVariable(String name)

Hidden API



Can be controlled by user in the machine configuration
It is enabled by default

MachineConfiguration.setSingularity(adjust, method, cone, angle, 
tolerance, linearizationTolerance)

Multi-axis singularity handling



Extract primary information about a post

Interrogation can be used if many posts need to be checked
Don’t try to interpret the posts yourself
Same interface as the user interface uses to present information
The result is easy to read JSON

post —interrogate mypost.cps

Interrogating a post



Future



Development environment
Cascading post
Online editor
Machine configuration in user interface
Packaging (ZIP)
Security enforcement
Moving multi-axis decisions from post to user interface

What we are working on



Faster development by

Making it easy to check implementation against conventions
Making it easy to test and view the result of a post
Making it easy to find the code for given output
Proving API auto-completion

How
Based on Visual Studio Code - Windows and Mac
An open collaboration project

Development environment



Take the output from one post and pass it as the input to another post

Use case would be for interfacing to third party solutions like
Vericut and NC-SIMUL

Why
We do not want to customize posts to add such capabilities

How
It’s a normal post
New API to get the output file from the previous post

Cascading post



Allow users to make new posts without having to

•Much easier
•Less flexibility
•No code required
•Still using the same underlaying engine

Meet Xander in the Answer Bar for demonstration

Online post editor



•Restricted file and network access
•Restricted interaction
•Execution of other applications

Why
We are embracing on demand post processing

API security



Why
Users should only manage a single file
Users should not manage multiple files and their dependencies
On demand post processing

How
ZIP archive
Transparent to the user
Only files within the package can be accessed
include() API still works
File IO still works for data files

Packaging



Reference manual
https://cam.autodesk.com/posts/reference

Online post library
https://cam.autodesk.com/posts

Ask on our post forum
https://forums.autodesk.com/t5/hsm/ct-p/213

Main resources

https://cam.autodesk.com/posts/reference
https://cam.autodesk.com/posts
https://forums.autodesk.com/t5/hsm/ct-p/213


Subscribe to RSS feeds for

• Entire post library
• Specific vendor
• Specific post

And look at the Recent changes

Keeping up to date



Very dedicated and active on our post forum
https://forums.autodesk.com/t5/hsm/ct-p/213

Achim
Bob
George
Xander

Ask them how to implement a feature if we don't already have sample code for it

Our post team

https://forums.autodesk.com/t5/hsm/ct-p/213


Questions and Answers
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